Changes in FAD Report effective Fall 2014

The Chancellor’s Office has been converting the APDB reports to a new system, which has resulted in a number of changes in the appearance and content of faculty entries on the report.

1. Department Summary pages have moved to the end of the report.
   • For Fall 2014, summaries begin after page 169 of the FAD report.
   • Page numbering for summary pages restarts with page number 1.

2. To improve readability, the new version adds a detail column header line ("COURSE ID   SECT HEGIS LVL...etc.") at the top of each "sections taught" faculty detail block.

3. COURSE LEVEL ACRONYMS PRINT INSTEAD OF SINGLE DIGIT CODES: The new version prints 2 character acronyms: 
   "PB" (Pre-baccalaureate), "LD" (lower division), "UD" (upper division), and "GD" (graduate division).

4. Numeric Space Types have been replaced with the following equivalent title acronyms: "LECT" (lecture), "LAB" (lab), 
   "NCAP" (non-capacity), "MM" (multi-media), "ASYN" & "SYNC". The latter two are new values that will print when appropriate for Asynchronous and Synchronous instruction.
5. Team taught sections are identified by TTF <1.000, without showing a row for each instructor who is part of the "team" teaching the course section.

6. Course sections only print in the primary department page for those with split appointments.
   - The split appointment faculty member's detail area on the primary dept page shows the following message: "NOTE: D-WTU, I-WTU & T-WTU VALUES IMMEDIATELY BELOW DO NOT INCLUDE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM ASSIGN TIME ACTIVITIES WITHIN 2ND & 3RD DEPARTMENTS. ACTUAL VALUES OVER ALL DEPT APPOINTMENTS ARE: D-WTU=#, I-WTU= #, T-WTU=#", where the # signs are replaced with actual total WTUs for the instructor.

7. Secondary appointments do not print course sections
   - Secondary listings show the following message: "*** SEE PRIMARY SCHOOL/DEPT (nn/nnn) DETAIL PAGE FOR LIST OF ALL SECTIONS TAUGHT BY THIS SPLIT APPT FACULTY ***", where "nn" and "nnn" are the primary appt school & dept codes.
   - Only the TSF, OSF, IAF (2nd appt only), IFF (2nd appt), any Administrative Level title associated with the 2nd appt, any assigned time activity (title & WTU) associated with 2nd appt, and the tag "SPLIT APPT" followed by the codes of primary appointment's school & dept are printed on the secondary appointment.